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Abstract: We present a framework for solving long-horizon planning problems
involving manipulation of rigid objects that operates directly from a point-cloud
observation. Our method plans in the space of object subgoals and frees the
planner from reasoning about robot-object interaction dynamics. We show that
for rigid-bodies, this abstraction can be realized using low-level manipulation
skills that maintain sticking-contact with the object and represent subgoals as 3D
transformations. To enable generalization to unseen objects and improve planning
performance, we propose a novel way of representing subgoals for rigid-body
manipulation and a graph-attention based neural network architecture for processing point-cloud inputs. We experimentally validate these choices using simulated
and real-world experiments on the YuMi robot. Results demonstrate that our
method can successfully manipulate new objects into target configurations requiring long-term planning. Overall, our framework realizes the best of the worlds of
task-and-motion planning (TAMP) and learning-based approaches. Project website:
https://anthonysimeonov.github.io/rpo-planning-framework/.
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Introduction

Consider the bi-manual robot in Figure 1 tasked with moving a block (red) into a target pose on the far
side of the table (green). The robot has a library of manipulation skills: pull, push and grasp-reorient
(flips the block so that it rests on a different face). To move the block the robot must first pull the
object close to the center of the table, where it can be grasped with both palms to re-orient it. After
reorientation, due to the robot’s limited reach, the block cannot be directly placed at the target position.
Instead, it must first be placed at a point within reach of both the manipulators and then pulled by
the left hand to the target. Our goal is to develop a robotic system that addresses the perceptual
and planning challenges of such long-term tasks requiring coordinated and sequential execution of
multiple skills on a variety of objects of different shapes and sizes. The approach we propose is
guided by two key observations:
• The challenge of planning for long-term tasks arises from a large search space. Instead of
reasoning in the space of low-level robot actions, the search space can be substantially reduced
by planning in the more abstract space of object configurations (or, subgoals) and manipulation
skill parameters (or, contact locations) – an idea well studied in Task-and-Motion planning
(TAMP) [1, 2, 3, 4]. However, each skill imposes a skill-specific relationship between reachable
object subgoals, compatible robot-object contacts, and feasible robot motion. For instance, all
object subgoals cannot be realized by the robot due to kinematic/dynamic or other constraints,
and only certain contact locations on the object enable achieving any particular subgoal. As a
result, decoupling what the subgoal is and how the robot reaches it typically leads to computational
inefficiencies in searching through many infeasible plans. We mitigate some of these inefficiencies
by learning models that capture this coupled relationship between subgoals and skill parameters.
• The complexity of perceiving unknown objects of a variety of shapes and sizes arises due to
the unavailability of 3D object models and difficulties in obtaining an object’s full geometry/state
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Figure 1: Left: Our framework uses learned samplers and a family of primitive manipulation skills
to imagine and execute multi-step plans that manipulate objects between stable poses, using only
a segmented object point-cloud. First (top right), our learned model for pull samples a palm pose
(dark green) and a subgoal (blue), when provided with an input point-cloud (red). The pull subgoal
becomes the input at step two for grasp-reorient. Sampling repeats iteratively toward the overall goal
(green). Right: Examples executions of the manipulation skills from [9] we use in our setup.
from noisy sensor observations. These challenges suggest that we bypass attempting to infer the
full object state and instead build perception models that process observations in direct support
of predicting skill parameters that are likely to succeed, a technique that is natural to affordance
prediction frameworks [5, 6, 7, 8]. In particular, for every skill, we learn a separate skill parameter
sampler that predicts a distribution over subgoals and contacts directly from an object point-cloud.
Conventional TAMP methods usually tackle the challenges mentioned above by introducing handdesigned heuristics for sampling parameters. However, these heuristics are typically based on a
priori information about the object’s shape, limiting their utility when attempting to manipulate novel
objects. On the other hand, past works that make predictions directly from sensory observations
overcome the problem of generalization to new objects [10, 11, 12], but face difficulty in long-horizon
tasks due to operating in the space of low-level actions.
At the intersection of these domains lies our central problem, namely, to enable efficient planning
over high-level sequences of object subgoals and skill parameters from sensory observations. The
complexity now is in generating sequences of object subgoals that that are compatible with the family
of manipulation skills, and obtaining feasible robot actions that are suitable to reach these subgoals.
We alleviate some of this complexity by assuming that (a) objects are rigid; and (b) sticking contacts
occur between the robot and the object. These assumptions enable reasoning about actions purely
at the level of contact configurations between the manipulator and the object. This is because: (i)
subgoals can be represented as sequences of SE(3) transformations; and (ii) sticking contact enforces
a fixed rigid transformation between the robot and the object during interaction. Recent work by
Hogan et al. [9] proposes a set of manipulation skills that exploit rigid sticking contacts, and operate
from an initial contact configuration with the object to produce a desired rigid transformation. Their
approach to planning and perception works in state space and requires the object’s 3D model.
Technical contributions In this work we leverage deep learning techniques to generalize these
skills to work directly with segmented point-clouds. We learn efficient samplers trained to map an
object point-cloud to compatible distributions of both reachable subgoals (in the form of rigid object
transformations) and affordances of contact locations (in the form of Cartesian poses of the end
effector). Integrating these samplers into our framework allows us to combine the strengths of TAMP
search and learned affordances, to construct long-term plans that also generalize to novel objects.
Our contributions are two-fold: (i) a planning and perception framework for sequential manipulation
of rigid bodies in point-cloud space with manipulation skills that exploit rigid sticking interaction
to enable rigid object transformations; (ii) specific architectural choices that significantly improve
planning performance and efficiency. These choices are: (a) an object/environment geometrygrounded representation of reorientation subgoals for neural networks to predict; (b) a novel graphattention based model to encode point-clouds into a latent feature space; (c) and joint modeling of
what subgoals to achieve and how to achieve them, instead of modeling them independently.
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Results We validate our approach using simulated and real-world experiments on a bi-manual
YuMi robot that manipulates objects of previously unseen geometries into target configurations by
sequencing multiple skills. We show our method outperforms carefully designed baselines that
utilize privileged knowledge about object geometry and task in terms of planning efficiency, and we
present detailed ablation studies to quantify the performance benefits of our specific system design
choices. Overall, the proposed framework aims to combine the strengths of TAMP and learning-based
manipulation methods. On one hand, we generalize traditional TAMP approaches to work with
perceptual representations and previously unseen objects. On the other hand we are able to perform
long-term planning which remains challenging for end-to-end learning based systems.
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Problem Setup and Multi-step Planning

Assumptions Our work makes three key assumptions: 1) Objects are rigid and are represented
as a segment of a point-cloud, which we refer to as Rigid Pointcloud Objects; 2) Subgoals are
represented as sequences of SE(3) transformations of the object point-cloud; and 3) A fixed rigid
relationship between the robot and object is maintained during interaction, a practice that is common
to manipulation approaches that exploit sticking contacts [13, 9]. We also assume quasi-static
interactions, segmentation of the entire point-cloud to obtain the object-point cloud, and a high-level
plan skeleton [14] that specifies the sequence of skill types required to solve the task. Note that the
problem of realizing a plan skeleton is addressed by existing orthogonal works [15, 16, 17].
Task Setup The robot is tasked to transform a rigid object by an SE(3) transformation denoted
o
by Tdes
, and is provided with a segmented point-cloud observation of the object, X ∈ RN ×3 . We
assume that reaching the target configuration requires a T step plan. The planner must determine
o
a sequence of object transformations, T1:T
∈ SE(3) and a sequence of poses of the left and right
pc
manipulator when they make contact with the object denoted as T1:T
= {TRpc1:T ,L1:T } ∈ SE(3),
pc
where TRi ,Li denotes the pose of the left and right manipulator respectively at the ith step of the plan.
QT
o
If the plan is successful, then i=1 Tio = Tdes
. For rigid-body manipulation, planning in the space
pc
o
of (T , T ) is sufficient if the robot maintains a sticking contact with the object when it is being
manipulated. Sticking contact ensures that desired object transformation Tio is also the transformation
that the manipulators have to undergo after having made contact with the object. We denote T pc as a
contact pose and T o as a subgoal.
Manipulation Skills In general it is challenging to find a motion-plan (i.e., a sequence of robot
joint configurations) that manipulates the object while maintaining sticking-contact. We borrow from
the work of [9] a set of manipulation skills {π 1 , ..., π K } that transform the object while maintaining
sticking contact. We use K = 6, which corresponds to skills of pulling (R/L), pushing (R/L), pickand-place, and re-orientation [9] (Figure 1 Right). The choice of these skills constrains the planner to
only consider Tio that are achievable by one of the K skills. Given the (T pc , T o ) determined by the
planner, each skill can be thought of as low-level planner,
qR,L = π(T pc , T o )
(1)
that outputs a sequence of joint configurations of the right (qR ) and left (qL ) manipulators required
to transform the object by T o . The combined joint sequence denoted by qR,L = {q0 , ..., qF } is of
length (F ), which is variable and depends on the skill-type and the inputs to π. The skill is feasible if
qR,L is collision-free, respects joint limits, and avoids singularities.
Planning We assume that the robot is given a plan skeleton P S = {St }Tt=1 , where St ∈ π 1:K
denotes the skill-type. Given the plan skeleton, the planner needs to determine for every skill the: (a)
object subgoal transformation (Tto ) and (b) contact poses (Ttpc ). We use a sampling-based planner to
pc
o
search for sequences of object transformations and contact points {T1:T
, T1:T
}. In our framework,
each skill (St ) in the plan skeleton (P S) can be thought of as a node. The goal of the planning is
to connect these nodes. Application of skill St at tth node, transforms the input point-cloud Xt
into the next point-cloud Xt+1 = Tto Xt . To efficiently sample plausible plans, it is necessary to
only sample Tto that can be achieved by the St given the current object configuration Xt . For this,
we learn a sampler for the contacts and subgoal transformations, (Ttpc , Tto ), using a neural network
(NN), denoted pπt (·|Xt ; θ), where θ are weights of the NN. We discard samples (Ttpc , Tto ) that are
infeasible. For the final step in P S, TTo can be solved for based on the required transformation-to-go,
QT −1 o −1
o
as TTo = Tdes
. Sampling along P S continues until we find a feasible sequence
t=0 Tt
pc
o
(T1:T , T1:T ) or the planner times out. See appendix for the full algorithm.
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Figure 2: Left: CVAE encoder-decoder structure. The encoder maps the data to a conditional latent
space, which is constrained to match a prior. The decoder takes as inputs a random vector z from the
latent space and point-cloud X, and outputs the contact poses, object subgoal, and a mask, denoted
Xmask , that indicates which part of the object must be in contact with the resting surface. Middle:
Decoder architecture. Point-cloud point features are concatenated with a latent code, and encoded
with multiple layers of self-attention into per-point output features and an average-pooled global
feature. Output point features are used to predict separate contact poses and a sub-goal mask. The
global feature is used to predict the subgoal Right: Pulling T pc (top) and T o (bottom) samples
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Learning the Skill Sampler

Our method represents skill samplers {pπi (·|X; θ)}K
i=1 using a conditional variational autoencoder
(CVAE; [18]) that predicts a distribution over skill parameter (T pc , T o ) values conditioned on the
point cloud observation. For training, we collected a dataset Dπi consisting of successful singlestep skill executions, Dπi = {(X (i) , T o (i) , T pc (i) )}ni=1 . The details of the CVAE are provided
in the appendix. The specific modelling choices that were critical for accurate manipulation and
generalization to unseen objects are described in the following subsections.
Learning Pointcloud Features for Predicting Contact Poses Regressing the end-effector pose
at which the robot contacts the object point cloud T pc and the subgoal T o requires learning a good
point-cloud feature representation. Prior work made use of methods such as PointNet++[19] to
learn features for successfully predicting end-effector pose [20, 21, 22, 23]. However, due to their
construction, PointNet++ style architectures only coarsely model the object geometry which resulted
in poor performance in our setup where accurate alignment of left and right grippers is necessary
to manipulate the object. Instead, we find GAT to capture more rich geometric shape and state
information, due to how the architecture explicitly models the relations between points in the input.
Our architecture for the decoder, which outputs contact end-effector poses and the object subgoal, is
shown in Figure 2 (Middle). Each point is treated as a node in a fully-connected graph, and at the
input stage is represented by a concatenated feature vector: (pj ⊕ z); j ∈ [1, N ], where z is a sample
from the learned latent distribution and pj is the 3D coordinate of the j th point. After processing
through multiple layers of self-attention, we use two separate branches with fully-connected layers to
predict T pc and T o respectively. We found that while it was sufficient to average pool the features of
all nodes to predict T o , predicting T pc for each node in the graph separately was beneficial during
training. This introduces an information bottleneck that helps learn more useful point-cloud feature
extractors. At test time, the average of T pc predictions for all the nodes is used for execution.
Obtaining Accurate Subgoal Prediction For predicting T o , it is
worthwhile to note that while some
skills such as pull, are designed for
moving objects in SE(2), other skills
such as grasp-reorient reorients the
object in SE(3). While we could train
a model to directly predict SE(3)
transformation representing T o , we
find this frequently leads to inaccurate
predictions for skills designed to reorient the object. Using an inaccurate T o
to forward propagate the point-cloud

Table Pointcloud
Pointcloud

Subgoal Mask Registration
Maximize Subgoal
Mask –Table Alignment

Figure 3: Illustration of reorientation subgoal prediction. A
segmentation mask Xmask (green) of points on the object
pointcloud that should contact the table after executing the
skill is predicted by the neural network. A object transformation T o is obtained through point-cloud registration of
Xmask onto the table surface.
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leads to accumulating errors which in turn leads to poor planning performance. We observed that
inaccurate predictions of T o corresponded to physically unrealizeable configurations such as object
floating in air, penetrating the table, etc. Figure 5c shows examples. We resolve this problem
by leveraging the insight that predicting the reorientation subgoal can be recast as the problem of
selecting which points on the object should end in contact with the support surface. To implement this,
we use the planar translation component of T o , but compute the orientation component with following
procedure. For each point on the object point-cloud, our model predicts per-point probabilities that
are thresholded to obtain binary labels mj ∈ {0, 1}∀j ∈ [1, N ], that encode a segmentation mask
Xmask . Once we have this mask, we can use point-cloud registration between the table point-cloud
Xtable and Xmask to solve for the orientation (see Figure 3), and combine it with the translation
component of T o . Because the errors in predicting the mask are averaged across the points when
performing the registration step, it is more robust to prediction errors. It therefore leads to a more
accurate prediction of T o .
Modeling the joint distribution of Subgoals and Contact Points We found that predicting the
subgoals and contact poses (T o , T pc ) independently often leads to incompatibility between the
parameters. For instance, a sampled T pc can result in a good contact, but the motion required to
achieve the independently sampled subgoal T o results in a collision with the table. We mitigate this
issue by modelling the joint distribution over these parameters by training the CVAE encoder to learn
a single shared latent distribution. The decoder uses this latent representation to predict T o , T pc and
Xmask using separate output heads.
Training Data The training data D is generated by manipulating cuboids of different sizes using
one primitive skill at a time. For data collection, we sample cuboids so that they are in a stable
configuration on the table. We then randomly sample subgoals (T o (i) ) and contact points on the
object mesh. Assuming the knowledge of 3D models of the cuboids, we execute a single primitive
skill [9]. If the skill successfully moves the object to the subgoal, we add the tuple of (object
pointcloud, contact points, subgoal and Xmask ) to the dataset. We used manipulation data from
50-200 different cuboids for each skill and our overall dataset contained 24K samples. We trained
separate CVAEs with the same architecture for each skill. See the appendix for more information on
data generation, training, and network architecture.
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Experiments and Results

We perform experiments on a dual arm ABB YuMi robot. The robot has palm end-effectors, and
is simulated in a table-top environment simulated in PyBullet [24] using the AIRobot library [25].
We place 4 RGB-D cameras with a shared focal point at the table corners, and we use ground truth
segmentation masks to obtain segmented point-clouds from simulated depth images.
4.1

Performance Evaluation on Single-Step Manipulation Tasks

We first evaluate the efficacy of various design choices used to construct the sub-goal and contact
point sampler on the task of single-step manipulation. For this we used 19 unseen cuboids of different
sizes. To generate evaluation data, we initialized each of these cuboids in 6 uniformly and randomly
sampled poses in a manner that the cuboid rested on the table. Given the point-cloud observation
of the object, X, we predicted T o , T pc from the learned sampler. If the sampler was accurate, then
it means that execution of π(T o , T pc ) (see Equation 1) should transform the object by T o . After
execution we use the simulator state to evaluate the error between the desired (T o ) and actual object
transformation. We define the success rate as the the percentage of trials where the algorithm finds
feasible samples within 15 attempts and the executed object transformation is within a threshold of
(3 cm/20◦ ) of the desired subgoal.
We first compare the performance of PointNet++ [19] against the GAT architecture proposed in
Section 3 to construct the CVAE encoder and decoder. Results in Figure 4 shows that GAT (blue)
outperforms PointNet++ (orange) on grasping and pushing. The performance of both architectures
is similar for pulling because it’s a much easier manipulation to perform. To gain further insights
into differences between the performance of GAT and PointNet++, we visualized the contact poses
predicted by both the models in Figure 5a and 5b respectively. It can be seen that predictions from
PointNet++ are more likely to result in robot’s palms not aligning with the object (see Figure 5b).
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(a)

(b)

(c)

Figure 4: Success rates for single step grasping, pushing, and pulling. Joint Mask refers to using
Xmask and predicting T o and T pc together, Indep Mask refers to using Xmask but predicting T o
and T pc separately, and Joint Trans refers to not using Xmask and predicting T o and T pc together.
The overall results indicate a large value provided by using our point-cloud encoder, mask subgoal
prediction, and joint prediction scheme. Please see the appendix for more detailed results breakdown.

(a) Predicted grasps from GAT (ours).

(c) Result of directly predicting T o .

(b) Predicted grasps from PointNet++.

Figure 5: Visualization of predicted grasps from GAT and PointNet++ are presented in rows (a) and
(b) respectively. (c) Using the skill sampler to directly predict T o leads to inaccurate predictions,
because small errors in T o can correspond to physically infeasible configurations (blue point-clouds).
Our proposed approach using a mask-based sub-goal representation overcomes this issue.
This results in less stable point contacts at edges instead of patch contacts on faces, which results in
inaccurate or infeasible manipulation. Contact with edges also leads to object motion while the robot
is trying to grasp. This breaks the sticking-contact assumption and consequently leads to inaccurate
transformation of the object.
Next, for the grasp-reorient skill, we evaluate if predicting the mask-based subgoal (see Section 3)
indeed achieves better performance than directly predicting T o . Results in Figure 4a justify this
choice. Qualitative examples of the type of errors made by directly predicting T o are visualized in
Figure 5c. It can be seen that these examples correspond to physically infeasible transformations, an
error-mode which is fixed by using analytical computation of T o using the mask-based representation.
In contrast to grasp-reorient, pull and push skill subgoals only operate in SE(2) and therefore do not
suffer from this error mode. For these skills, direct prediction of T o suffices for good performance.
Finally, we also contrast the performance of our method of jointly modelling subgoals and contacts
against a baseline that models them independently. Results in Figure 4 shows that joint modelling
leads to significant performance gains.
4.2

Performance Evaluation on Multi-step Manipulation Tasks

We now evaluate the performance of our planning algorithm (Section 2) when coupled with either our
learned skill samplers or with a set of manually designed samplers. The experiment is designed to
test the hypothesis that our learned samplers enable efficient multi-step planning with unseen objects
for a variety of reconfiguration tasks. The baseline samplers use a combination of heuristics (plane
segmentation, antipodal point sampling, and palm alignment with estimated point-cloud normals)
based on the privileged knowledge the objects are cuboids (see appendix for details).
We consider multi-step planning problems on a set of 20 novel cuboidal objects, and evaluate the
following metrics for a variety of plan skeletons: (i) planning success rate with a fixed planning
budget of 5-minutes, (ii) average final pose error, and (iii) average planning time required over all
6

Table 1: Comparing the multistep planning success rate, average planning time, and error in achieving
the target configuration between learned and hand-designed samplers. Values were obtained over 200
trials, with error bars denoting a 95% confidence interval. P: PullRight, G: GraspReorient
Type
Learned
.
Hand Designed

Skeleton
PG
GP
PGP
PG
GP
PGP

Success Rate (%)
96.9 ± 2.3
95.9 ± 2.8
86.9 ± 4.8
32.2 ± 6.5
70.4 ± 6.3
54.3 ± 7.0

Pose Error (cm / deg)
0.7 ± 0.5 / 3.0 ± 1.3
3.8 ± 0.4 / 28.2 ± 4.9
2.2 ± 0.4 / 18.9 ± 3.9
0.9 ± 0.4 / 8.3 ± 5.0
3.2 ± 0.5 / 18.1 ± 5.2
2.4 ± 0.8 / 16.2 ± 6.5

Time (s)
36.0 ± 6.9
30.5 ± 7.1
63.7 ± 10.6
110.0 ± 19.8
65.4 ± 12.9
69.7 ± 15.1

Figure 6: We show execution of a 5-step plan skeleton, where the goal configuration is on an
elevated shelf. Sampling a subgoal on a shelf fits directly in our framework, through the use of our
segmentation mask-based reorientation subgoal representation.
trials where a plan is found. 200 solvable problems are constructed for each skeleton. The results in
Table 1 indicate that our learned models provide a large benefit in planning efficiency over the baseline
that was hand-designed for cuboidal objects. The baseline’s lower performance is primarily due to
sampling many infeasible sequences, whereas our model learns to bias samples toward parameters
that are likely to be feasible and lead to successful execution (see appendix for more detailed failure
mode analysis and comparison). The similar pose errors indicate feasible plans obtained by both
samplers are of similar quality.
4.3 Qualitative Results and Capabilities
Multiple Placement Surfaces Our mask-based subgoal representation enables sampling grasping
subgoals on different surfaces, since arbitrary target point-clouds, obtained using plane segmentation,
can be used during registration. We demonstrate this capability in Figure 6, where a book is moved
from a flat resting position on a table to a vertical pose on an elevated shelf with a 5-step plan.
Generalization to Novel Geometry Classes Figure 7a shows grasp-reorient predictions trained
only on cuboids, and tested on a cylindrical object and on an object in the shape of a bottle. Predictions
for both T o and T pc are quite sensible and were executed successfully in the simulator. Figure 7b
shows a 3-step plan found with our planning algorithm on the bottle-shaped object. The appendix
contains additional results and discussions related to generalization to novel geometric classes.
Real Robot Experiments In light of COVID-19, access to robots in our lab has been limited.
However, as the primitives we use in this work were originally designed and validated with real robot
experiments [9], we focus here on qualitatively demonstrating the capabilities of the framework on
a real ABB YuMi robot using real perceptual inputs. Figure 8a shows snapshots from skills being
executed on a variety of objects, after obtaining contact and subgoal parameters from the learned
samplers (trained only in simulation) using real point-clouds as input. Figure 8b shows a 2-step plan
obtained by the full framework being executed with a bottle. We used calibrated Intel RealSense D415

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Predictions made from point-clouds of objects of novel geometric classes, by our model
which was only trained on cuboids. (b) Executing a plan found for a 3-step plan skeleton on a
bottle-shaped object
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(a)

(b)

Figure 8: (a) Execution of skills using parameters obtained from our learned samplers with real
point-clouds as input. (b) 2-step plan executed on a real bottle-shaped object.
o
RGB-D cameras at the table corners to obtain point-clouds, AR tags to specify Tdes
for multi-step
planning, and a pretrained neural network [26, 27] combined with point-cloud cropping heuristics
for segmentation. Finally, we conducted additional simulated experiments (as in Section 4.2) using
noise-corrupted point-clouds. The results showed a negligible performance change, further validating
the performance under realistic sensing conditions (see appendix for details).
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Related Work

Perception-based Multi-step Manipulation Most similar to this work is Fang et al. [23], that decouples subgoals and robot actions, and learns samplers to enable multistep planning from segmented
object pointclouds. In contrast to us, they learn samplers for forward simulation both in the subgoal
and the action space. We bypass the problem of learning low-level dynamics in the action space and
use SE(3) transformations to forward propagate subgoals. Moreover, they only considered planar
tasks with a straight-line push primitive. In [28], a pixel-wise Q-function represents contact locations
and sequencing behavior between pushing and grasping is obtained using reinforcement learning.
Task-Oriented Contact-Affordances In [29], a DexNet [30] grasp detector is extended to use a
task-specific reward to select grasps that are useful for a downstream task. In [7], keypoint affordances
are used for task specification, grasping, and planning motions to manipulate categories of objects.
[22] extends this approach by learning the keypoints based on the task rather than manually specifying
them. [8] combines learned push affordances with a mechanics model to rank push locations based on
predicted outcomes and the task at hand. We approach predicting task-oriented contacts by modeling
the joint distribution over reachable subgoals and corresponding contacts for a set of primitive skills.
Manipulation with 3D Deep Learning Mousavian et al. [20] and Murali et al. [21] train a
VAE [31] based on PointNet++ [19] to generate and refine feasible grasps given partial point-clouds.
In [32], the authors propose a scene dynamics model trained to predict SE(3) transformations of
point-clouds, but their model operates over low-level actions rather than high-level skills, limiting the
object manipulation demonstrations to short-horizon interactions.
Learning to guide TAMP Several algorithms exist for learning to guide TAMP planners [33, 34,
35, 36, 37]. In [33], the authors consider a similar problem setup as ours in which the plan skeleton is
given, and the goal is to find the continuous parameters of the skeleton. Instead of learning samplers
for each manipulation skill, they learn to predict the parameters for the entire skeleton. [34, 35, 36],
like us, consider learning a sampler for each manipulation skill to improve planning efficiency. Unlike
our setup, however, these methods assume that the poses and shapes of objects are perfectly estimated.
Our framework can be seen as extending these works to problems in which the robot must reason
about objects with unknown shapes and poses by directly learning to map a sensory observation to a
distribution over promising parameters of manipulation skills.
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Conclusion

This paper presents a method to enable multistep sampling-based planning using primitive manipulation skills, when provided with segmented environment point-clouds. Our approach uses deep
conditional generative modeling to map point-cloud observations to a distribution over likely contact
poses and subgoals, which are used as inputs to the skills. Novel technical aspects of our approach
enable the ability to use the skills effectively, and our learned samplers provide planning efficiency
gains over a manually designed baseline sampler. Our qualitative results validate that the approach
transfers to real point-clouds, can scale toward enabling manipulating more complex object geometry,
and is compatible with solving more sophisticated multistep tasks.
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A.1

Appendix

A.1.1

Point-cloud Registration

For the mask-based representation, we use Iterative Closest Point (ICP) [38] to solve for the registration and obtain the subgoal transformation. The segmented table point-cloud is used as the target.
The initial transformation is combined from two sources: (1) the planar translational component
of the neural network’s direct subgoal prediction, and (2) a pure forward π2 pitch about the object
body frame. We use the Open3D [39] implementation of point-to-point ICP, which we find to work
effectively. Note that other registration techniques and methods for obtaining an initial transformation
could equivalently be used in our framework.
Subgoal predictions for the pull and push skills, which only operate in SE(2), do not suffer from the
same physical inaccuracy issues as grasp-reorient. Therefore, subgoals for these skills are sampled
by projecting T o predicted from the model to SE(2).
A.1.2

Sampling-based Planning Algorithm

Algorithm 1 describes our sampling-based planning algorithm in detail. Nodes in a search tree are
initialized with InitPointCloudNode. Assuming some initial point-cloud and samples for the skill
subgoal and contact pose, a node is specified based on the subgoal and contact pose, the resulting
point-cloud after being transformed by the subgoal transformation, and the parent node whose
point-cloud was used to sample the corresponding parameters.
Buffers for each step in the plan skeleton are used to store nodes containing parameters that are
found to be feasible. When sampling at each step, a node is randomly popped from the buffer for the
corresponding step t and the point-cloud from that node is used as input for the skill sampler. Parent
nodes are specified based on their index in their respective buffer.
The SatisfiesPreconditions procedure operates on the point-cloud from the popped node to determine
if further subgoal/contact sampling will proceed. These precondition checks improve efficiency by
avoiding sampling many point-cloud configurations that are likely or guaranteed to fail, by leveraging
reachability constraints that are easy to check and specify with respect to the point-cloud. For instance,
for grasp-reorient, we only accept point-clouds whose average planar positional coordinates are
within a valid rectangular region near the front-center of the table. A similar precondition for pull
and push checks if the average planar point-cloud position is within the boundaries of the table. We
use the same preconditions sampler variants.
The FeasibleMotion procedure checks if the motion corresponding to the sampled parameters is
feasible. This process includes two subprocedures: (1) checking for collisions between the robot
and the environment at the initial and final configurations of the skill, (2) checking for collisions and
kinematic feasibility of the motion computed by the low-level primitive planners. Both subprocedures
must pass for the skill to be feasible. We only run subprocedure (2) if subprocedure (1) passes, as
(1) is computationally cheaper and helps filter out infeasible motions more efficiently. At each step
in P S, the skill samplers have a maximum number of samples, Kmax , to obtain a set of feasible
parameters. If they fail to do so within this limit, sampling moves on to the next step in the skeleton.
On the final step T , the required transformation is directly computed based on the sequence of subgoal
transformations that leads to the node that has been popped, starting from the root node. If the final
subgoal transformation is not feasible, sampling begins all over again at the first step in P S, so that
new start point-clouds continue to be added to the buffers. In our experiments we used Kmax = 10.
When a feasible set of parameters is found on the final step, the ReturnPlan procedure is used to
backtrack from the final node to the root node along the parents (similarly as in RRT [40]) and return
the plan to be executed. If a feasible plan is not found within 5 minutes, the planner returns a failure.
A.1.3

Conditional Variational Auto-encoder Skill Samplers

The CVAE is trained to maximize the evidence lower bound (ELBO) of the conditional log-likelihood
of the data in Dπ . We present a brief description of using the CVAE framework in our setup (for
detailed derivation please see [31, 18]).
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Algorithm 1 Multistep Planning
o
1: Input: Desired transformation Tdes
, Point-cloud X, Plan skeleton P S, Number of skeleton

steps T , Buffers for each step in skeleton {Bt }Tt=1 , Skill parameter sampling distribution for the
skill at each step in skeleton {pπt (·|X)}Tt=1 , Maximum number of samples at each step in the
skeleton Kmax

2: root node ← InitPointCloudNode(X, I 4 , None, None)
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:
10:
11:
12:
13:
14:
15:
16:
17:
18:
19:
20:
21:
22:
23:
24:
25:
26:
27:
28:
29:
30:
31:
32:
33:
34:
35:
36:
37:

. Initialize root node with initial
point-cloud, identity transformation, no contact pose, and no parent
B1 , ..., BT ← ∅
. Empty skill buffers
B1 ← B1 ∪ root node
done ← False
while not done do
for skill step t in 1,...,T do
k←1
. If feasible parameters not found after Kmax samples, move to next step
while k < Kmax do
node ∼ Bt (·)
. Sample start state from corresponding buffer
X ← node.pointcloud
if PreconditionsSatisfied(X) then
. Check if point-cloud is valid for sampling
T o , T pc ∼ pπt (·|X)
. Use point-cloud to sample from skill model
if t equals T then
T o ← GetFinalTransformation(node)
if FeasibleMotion(πT , T o , T pc ) then
Xf inal ← TransformPointCloud(T o , X)
final node ← InitPointCloudNode(Xf inal , T o , T pc , node)
done ← True
end if
else
if FeasibleMotion(πt , T o , T pc ) then
Xnew ← TransformPointCloud(T o , X)
new node ← InitPointCloudNode(Xnew , T o , T pc , node)
Bt+1 ← Bt+1 ∪ new node
. Add to buffer for next step
end if
end if
end if
k ←k+1
end while
end for
if timed out then
return None
end if
end while
plan ← ReturnPlan(final node)
. Backtrack through parents from final node
pc
o
return plan (T1:T
, T1:T
)
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Following [18], we denote inputs x, outputs y, and latent variables z. We wish to model the
distribution pθ (y|x) (this is what is used as the Rskill sampler during planning). We can do so by
considering a latent variable model, pθ (y|x) = pθ (y|x, z)pθ (z)dz. In doing so we assume our
data is generated via the following generative process: given observation x, latent variable z is drawn
from prior distribution pθ (z|x) and output y is generated from the conditional distribution pθ (y|x, z).
The training procedure for the CVAE uses neural networks to approximate the generative distribution
pθ (y|x, z) along with a recognition model qφ (z|x, y). qφ (z|x, y) and pθ (y|x, z) can be interpreted
as a probabilistic encoder and decoder, respectively. The ELBO of the conditional log-likelihood,
log pθ (y|x) ≥ −DKL (qφ (z|x, y)||pθ (z)) + Eqφ (z|x,y) [log pθ (y|x, z)]
(2)
is used as a surrogate objective function to optimize with respect to parameters θ and φ. In our setup
we assume pθ (z) = pθ (z|x).
To optimize the ELBO, the encoder qφ (z|x, y) is trained to map the data to a latent conditional
distribution, which is constrained by a KL-divergence loss to resemble a prior pθ (z) (in our case,
a unit Gaussian), while the decoder pθ (y|x, z) is trained to use samples from the latent space to
reconstruct the data. An estimator of the ELBO is used as the loss to optimize when training the
neural networks. The estimator enables taking gradients with respect to the network parameters, and
it is obtained using the reparameterization trick,
L
1X
LCVAE (x, y; θ, φ) = −DKL (qφ (z|x, y)||pθ (z)) +
log pθ (y|x, z(l) )
(3)
L
l=1

z

(l)

(l)

(l)

= gφ (x, y,  ), 

∼ N (0, I)

(4)

We can use the closed-form expression for the KL divergence between the prior pθ (z) and the
approximate posterior qφ (z|x, y) when both distributions are assumed to be Gaussian [31]. The
expression uses the mean µ and standard deviation σ of the approximate posterior, where µ and σ are
outputs predicted by the encoder network.
Joint Skill Sampler Models: In our joint models, observations x are the point-cloud observation
X, and output variables y include T o , T pc , and point-cloud segmentation mask Xmask . The latent
variable model in this setup is
Z
p(T o , T pc , Xmask |X) =

p(T o , T pc , Xmask |X, z)p(z)dz

Independent Skill Sampler Models: In the baselines that use independent models, output variables
y are separated into two independent sets, with corresponding independent latent variables. y1
includes T o and Xmask , while y2 includes T pc . We represent these as two separate CVAEs:
p(T o , T pc , Xmask |X) = p(T o , Xmask |X)p(T pc |X)
Z
o
p(T , Xmask |X) = p(T o , Xmask |X, z1 )p(z1 )dz1
Z
p(T pc |X) = p(T pc |X, z2 )p(z2 )dz2

A.1.4

(5)
(6)
(7)

Neural Network Architecture Details

Inputs and Outputs Subgoals T o and contact poses T pc are represented as 7-dimensional vectors,
made up of a 3D position for the translational component, and a unit quaternion for the rotational
component. Unit quaternions are directly regressed as an unnormalized 4-dimensional vector, which
is normalized after prediction.
During our experiments, we found overall training and evaluation performance is improved when the
decoder is trained to predict Xmask and T o together (i.e. as complementary auxiliary tasks), even if
T o is not used for executing the skill. Based on this observation and to simplify implementation, all
decoder models that are used to predict subgoals were set up in this way to predict T o and Xmask
jointly.
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Figure A1: Network architectures based on Graph Attention Networks [41] for joint (a,d) and
independent (b-c,e-f) CVAE decoder and encoder. The pre-processing block for all architectures is
identical to the one shown in (a). GATConv layers perform self-attention over nodes in a neighborhood
to propagate node features (see [41] for details). We represent the input point-cloud as a fully
connected graph.
Before being input to any of the neural networks,
" # the
" point-cloud
# X,
xi , yi , zi
p1
...
X = ... =
pN
xN , yN , zN
is pre-processed with the following steps: X is converted into X̄, by computing the mean over all the
PN
points Xc = i=1 pi = [xc , yc , zc ], subtracting Xc from all the points in X, and concatenating Xc
as an additional feature to all the zero-mean points
" to obtain
#
p1 − Xc ⊕ Xc
...
X̄ ∈ RN ×6 =
pN − Xc ⊕ Xc
We uniformly downsample the observed point-cloud to a fixed number of points before converting to
X̄ and computing the network forward pass. We use N = 100 points in all experiments with learned
models. For the baseline samplers we use the full dense point-cloud, which can have a variable
number of points.
Model Architecture based on Graph Attention Networks Figure A1 shows the GAT-based architectures for the CVAE encoder and decoder. The encoder is a Graph Attention Network, which is
trained to represent the approximate posterior qφ (z|x, y). To combine the input variables x (X̄), and
the output variables y, we concatenate all the variables in y as extra point-wise features to X̄. T o
and T pc are repeated and concatenated with all the points in X̄, and the point-wise binary features in
Xmask ∈ RN are directly concatenated with the corresponding points in X̄.
Output point features are computed using the graph-attention layers in the encoder. A mean is
taken across all the points to obtain a global feature encoding, which is then provided to separate
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Figure A2: Network architectures based on PointNet++ [19] for joint (a,d) and independent (b-c,e-f)
CVAE decoder and encoder. SAModules perform the hierarchical set abstraction operation in the
PointNet++ (for details see [19]). The only difference between the initial SAModules in the various
models is the input dimension.

fully-connected output heads that compute µ and σ. µ and σ are reparameterized to compute z, and
are used to compute the KL divergence loss [31] in LCVAE .
The decoder receives as input X̄ and z. X̄ is projected to a higher dimensional space with a learnable
weight matrix W . z is repeated and concatenated with each point in W X̄ as an additional per-point
feature. This representation is then provided to another Graph Attention Network to obtain output
point features.
The point features are used by different output heads to reconstruct the data. Each point feature
is independently used by a fully-connected output head to predict the contact pose, and another
fully-connected output head followed by a sigmoid to predict the binary mask. In parallel, the point
features are averaged and passed to a third fully-connected head that predicts T o .
Model Architecture based on PointNet++ The encoder and decoder have a PointNet++ architecture [19], shown in Figure A2. X is converted to X̄ and concatenated with all the y variables
before being passed to the encoder, in the same way as described above . The PointNet++ encoder
computes a global point-cloud feature, and fully-connected output heads predict µ and σ which are
reparameterized as z.
During decoding, X converted to X̄, z is concatenated as a per-point feature with X̄, and a global
point-cloud feature is computed with a PointNet++ decoder. Separate fully-connected heads use the
global feature to make a single contact pose prediction for T pc and transformation T o . The global
feature is concatenated to all the original points in X̄ and passed to a third fully-connected output
that predicts binary point labels for Xmask .
CVAE Inference During testing, a latent vector z is sampled from the prior pθ (z) and the trained
decoder follows the same respective processes as described above with the trained [GAT or PointNet++] layers and output heads. We find it worked well to randomly sample one of the per-point
T pc predictions for use in the executed skill when using the GAT-based model. In our experiments
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Figure A3: More detailed single-step ablation results for grasp-reorient skill. (a) and (b) show
the average position (a) and orientation (b) error between the subgoal transformation provided to
the skill and the actual transformation the object underwent between its initial configuration and
final configuration after the skill was executed. (c) shows the fraction of trials where a contact was
maintained with the object through the duration of the reorientation and (d) shows the fraction of
trials where a feasible motion was found within 15 samples from the learned model.
we used latent vectors of dimension 256 for the joint models and 128 for independent contact and
subgoal models.
A.1.5

Training Data Generation and Training Details

We generate training data by simulating the primitive skills with the known 3D models of the cuboids,
sampling transitions between stable object poses for subgoals, and sampling the object mesh for
contact poses. If the skill is feasible and successfully moves the object to the subgoal, the parameters
are added to the dataset. We also record the points in the point-cloud that end within Euclidean
distance thresholded from the table as ground truth labels for Xmask .
The number of objects and dataset size used for training each skill sampler are shown in Table
2. Because the data generation process has a high degree of stochasticity and the amount of time
required to obtain a large number of successful samples varies between skills, the number of data
point/object used for each skill was not consistent.
During training, we use the Adam optimizer [42] with learning rate 0.001 to minimize the LCVAE loss
function with respect to the parameters of the CVAE encoder and decoder. The reconstruction term
in the loss is broken up into separate components: We use an MSE loss for the positional components
of T o and T pc , and the below geodesic orientation loss [43, 44],
Lorientation = 1 − hqpredicted , qground-truth i2
(8)
for the orientation components in T o and T pc , where q denotes the 4-dimensional quaternion
components of the subgoal transformation/contact pose and h , i denotes an inner product. We use a
binary-cross entropy loss for Xmask . For the GAT-based models that make N separate predictions
of T pc , the reconstruction loss is computed separately for all of the predictions with respect to the
single ground truth training example.
A.1.6

Evaluation Details

Global Success Rate Breakdown The global success rate used in our single-step skill ablations is
designed to aggregate multiple performance factors into a single metric. Here we break these results
down to examine the components that lead to the overall trends shown in Figure 4. This section
focuses on the grasp-reorient skill, as it is most influenced by our particular design choices (similar
trends were observed for push, while each ablated variation technique worked similarly well for
learning the pull skill).
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Figures A3a and A3b show the average position and orientation errors over all the single-step trials
for variants of the learned samplers. Figures A3c and A3d shows success rate based on whether
contact was maintained during skill execution (c) and whether a feasible motion was found within 15
samples from the neural network (d).
From the larger position and orientation errors, and reduced sticking success rate, we can see the
significant benefit provided by the mask-based subgoal representation (Joint/Indep Mask) over directly
using the transformation predicted by the model (Joint Trans). The large position and orientation
errors for Joint Trans are typically due to the predicted transformation moving the object to a position
vertically above the table. In these cases the robot moves the object above the table, breaks contact,
and the object passively falls onto the table. The large errors in Figure A3a and A3b reflect the
difference between the object’s “in-air” pose and wherever it ends up on the table after the robot
breaks contact. Directly predicting T o with the Joint Trans architecture also leads to point-cloud
configurations that penetrate the table. This frequently causes the robot to lose contact when trying to
reach these subgoals, because an unexpected contact between the table and the object occurs before
skill execution is complete.
The performance between the PointNet++-based and the GAT-based models are supported by the
large difference in orientation error, shown in Figure A3b. This is due to the end-effector/object
alignment issues depicted in Figure 5a-b, which cause an unexpected object rotation during the initial
grasp. We also observe the PointNet++ encoder reduces success rates for sticking and feasibility in
Figures A3c and A3d. This is because many contact poses predicted by the PointNet++ model lead
to collision with the environment, and are more likely to lose contact with the object.
Finally, we see in Figure A3d that predicting the contact and subgoal parameters jointly (Joint
Mask/Trans) instead of independently (Indep Mask) leads to improved Feasibility Success Rate. This
is because the Indep models require many more samples to find contact poses and subgoals that work
well together. In contrast, the shared representation learned by the Joint models better captures this
dependence and helps to more efficiently find a set of parameters that are compatible with each other.
Baseline Uniform Sampler Heuristics The baselines we compare our learned samplers to in the
multi-step evaluation are based on a uniform sampler that uses the point-cloud to sample potential
T o and T pc values for the grasp-reorient and pull skills. The samplers are based on the following
heuristics: (1) During a pull, the palm should contact the object face down at a point that lies on top
of the object, (2) During a grasp-reorient the palms should face each other and contact antipodal
points that are on the side of the object, (3) During a grasp-reorient the subgoal T o should encode a
rigid transformation between two stable configurations of the object, that each have different faces
contacting the table, (4) the robot should not contact the face of the object that will contact the table
in the subgoal configuration.
For the grasp-reorient sampler, we first estimate the point-cloud normals and segment all the planes
using the Point Cloud Library (PCL) [45]. This process is done once to avoid recomputation in each
new sampled configuration; the normals and planes are all transformed together with the overall
point cloud during planning. A plane is sampled and used to solve for T o using the same registration
process described in Section A.1.1. Before sampling contact poses, we then filter out points in the
point-cloud that are likely to cause infeasibility if contacts were to occur at their location. Specifically,
we remove the plane that is used for subgoal registration and the plane opposite to it, since contacting
the object on these planes is sure to cause a collision with the table in the subgoal configuration. We
also remove points below a z threshold so that the palms are less likely to contact the table in the
start configuration. T pc values are determined from the points that remain after filtering. We sample
antipodal points in the remaining object point-cloud for the positional component. For the orientation
component, we align the palm-plane normal with the estimated normal at the sampled point, and then
sample a random angle within the plane by which to rotate the pam. We only consider a range of
within-plane palm angles that will not lead the wrist to collide with the table (i.e. the direction of the
front of the palm must have negative z component).
For the pull sampler, we first estimate the point-cloud normals using PCL, and then search for a point
that has an estimated normal that is close to being aligned with the positive z-axis. This point is
used as the position component in T pc . The orientation component is determined by aligning the
palm-plane with the positive z-axis in the world frame, and then sampling a random angle within the
plane by which to rotate the palm.
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Table 3: Multistep planning results on noise-corrupted point-clouds using learned samplers trained on
point-clouds without noise, similar to Table 1. The depth camera noise model was obtained from [46]
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Figure A4: Single-step grasp-reorient results on novel cylindrical objects
A.1.7

Additional Quantitative Results

Multi-step Planning Evaluation with Noisy Point-clouds To further understand the generalization
capabilities of the system, we conducted single-step experiments on 10 novel cylindrical objects with
10 start poses each, using both our learned model and the hand-designed baseline sampler. For the
baseline, we approximate the cylinder with an oriented bounding box. We report the global success
rate from Figure 4 and the average position/orientation errors as in Figure A3, with corresponding
values from the best performing model tested on cuboids for reference. Figure A4 shows the results.
As expected, we see a drop in performance (larger pose errors and smaller success rate), due to the
significant distributional shift in the point cloud observations. However, many of the skill executions
are still successful and performance is still higher than using the baseline sampler with cylinders
approximated as cuboids. We hypothesize that the performance gap can be made up by training on a
more diverse set of objects.
Single-step Evaluation with Novel Geometric Classes To understand how performance differs
under more realistic sensor noise, we evaluate our learned models in the multi-step setting described
in Section 4.2 with noisy point-clouds. We use a depth camera noise model taken from [46] to
simulate depth image noise which shows up as noise in the point-cloud that is provided to the
samplers. Results shown in Table 3 demonstrate that our system is quite robust to moderate levels of
input noise.
A.1.8

System Implementation Details

Model Implementation We used PyTorch [47] for training and deploying the neural network components of the framework, and we used the PyTorch Geometric library [48] for implementing the
Graph Attention Network and PointNet++ layers in our samplers.
Feasibility Checks We use the compute cartesian path capability in the MoveIt! [49] motion
planning package for the FeasibleMotion procedure in Algorithm 1. This procedure simultaneously
converts the cartesian end-effector path computed by the skills into a sequence of joint configurations
using RRTConnect [50], and checks to ensure the path does not cause singularities or collisions.
Contact Pose Refinement After T pc is determined by either the learned or uniform samplers, it
is refined based on the dense pointcloud of the object, so that the robot is more likely to exactly
instead of missing contact or causing significant penetration. The refinement is performed by densely
searching along the 3D rays aligned with the palm-plane normal, beginning at the position component
of T pc , and computing the distance to the closest point in the point-cloud at each point along this
line. The point in the point-cloud with the minimum distance is then used to update the positional
component of T pc (the orientation component is unchanged). This process provides a large practical
improvement, and we use it for all the skills and all variants of the samplers we evaluated.
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Table 4: Comparing the fraction of failed planning attempts that were due to specific failure modes
between learned and hand-designed samplers. 50 planning problems were setup with PGP plan
skeleton, and different reasons for failure were tracked. Values denote the percent of overall trials
where a particular failure mode occurred (note modes may overlap, so percentages don’t add to 100).
Type
Learned
Hand Designed

Colliding Start (%)
3.5
7.3

Colliding Goal (%)
13.4
38.9

Path Infeasible (%)
44.2
70.5

Precondition (%)
62.4
43.4

Table 5: Average number of sampling iterations performed during multi-step planning on a PGP
skeleton over 50 trials, using the learned samplers and the hand-designed baseline. Total denotes the
overall average over both successful and failed planning attempted, while Successes and Failures
divides the average number of sampling iterations performed based on whether a feasible plan was
found or not, respectively. Results highlight that both methods require similar computation (as
indicated by the similar number of samples on failed attempts) and that the learned samplers are
biased toward finding feasible parameters (as indicated by the lower number of samples required on
successful attempts).
Type
Learned
Hand Designed

A.1.9

Total
46.5
113.3

Successes
37.6
70.7

Failures
137.7
130.1

Additional Discussion

Skill Capabilities and Geometry Generalization Implications In addition to the explicit assumptions we make in designing our framework, the system also implicitly inherits any additional assumptions made by the underlying skills that are utilized. For the skills from [9] used in this work, this
includes the additional assumption of a limited set of possible types of contact interaction that can
occur between the object and the robot/environment. For instance, the contact models used by the
skills are not built to plan through rolling, as might occur when pulling a cylindrical object in certain
ways. They also do not consider certain 3D interactions such as toppling, which can happen when
contacting a tall thin object during a push skill.
This interplay of assumptions made by the primitive skills and the higher-level components provided
by our framework limited our ability to demonstrate more sophisticated generalization to novel
geometries. For instance, multi-step planning and execution on more diverse geometries may require
primitive skills that account for more types of contact interactions. Designing such primitives was out
of the current scope and is an important direction for future work, but the current framework could be
similarly applied if such primitives were available.
Point-cloud Occlusion and Observability While we used point cloud obtained from simulated
depth cameras in the scene, these point cloud are relatively complete and unoccluded, since we utilize
multiple cameras placed at the corners of the table in the scene and don’t deal with environments with
clutter. Enabling long-horizon manipulation planning in more realistic scenarios where occlusions
are significant and less sensors can be used is an important challenge that was beyond the scope of
this work.
Furthermore, the issue of object observability raises the question of whether to deal with planning
directly with a heavily occluded observation of the object or to augment the perception system with
a shape completion module that predicts the geometry in the occluded regions, as is done in other
manipulation systems that deal with limited observability [51]. Directly working with the partial point
cloud would present numerous challenges for our system (and any manipulation planning framework).
This is because our manipulation action parameters are represented explicitly with respect to points
on the point cloud, since these denote locations where contact on the object can confidently be made
with the robot or with the environment. We therefore hypothesize shape completion techniques to
be more suitable and of great importance for extending the ideas presented in this work to scenarios
where objects are more occluded.
Failure Modes To understand the performance gap between our learned samplers and the baselines
we tracked the frequency of different types of failures during planning (Table 4) and the average
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number of sampling iterations performed by both methods (Table 5). We found that the main issue
with the baseline is that it spends more time checking feasibility of infeasible motions, due to sampling
many contact/subgoals that are infeasible either for the robot, or with each other, or both. In this
way, we can interpret part of the value added by our samplers as having learned the helpful biases
that guide sampling toward regions that are likely to be feasible, similar to as in other works that
learn biased samplers for motion planning and TAMP [37, 34]. We found that computation efficiency
between both methods is similar (see Table 5).
Failure modes that lead to poor execution of the skills after parameters are sampled or multistep plans
are found are primarily related to small errors in predicted palm poses or subgoal transforms that
can lead to unintended outcomes. This includes predicting contact that is too soft so that the object
slips, or predicting contact that penetrates the object too much, which causes large internal forces and
robot joint torques along with highly unrealistic physical behavior in the simulator. Additionally, as
usual with multistep scenarios, errors can accumulate between iterative predictions during planning.
A common example is a small error in a subgoal prediction that leads the transformed point-cloud to
be in a slightly unstable configuration that is not reflective of the configuration the object settles into
when the skill is executed. This can lead the following skill to be executed poorly due to the nominal
plan expecting the object to be in a different configuration than what it actually reached.
Finally, many failure modes we observe are generally related to the realities of running the obtained
plans and low-level motions purely open-loop. Ideally, high-level replanning/plan refinement based
on updated point-cloud locations at each step can be used to mitigate cascading error issues described
above, and controllers developed in conjunction with the primitive skill planners [9] could be used to
make local adjustments based on feedback from the contact interface to better enforce the sticking
contact assumption to be true when a skill is executed.
Real-world/Real-robot Implementation Considerations Implementing the primitive skills and the
framework proposed in this work on a real robotic platform requires certain considerations. In
particular, practical difficulties can arise when implementing the plans that are obtained on a stiff
position-controlled platform without any sensing to guide the skill execution. This is because skills
like pulling and grasping are fundamentally designed to apply compressive forces on the object
during execution, which can be problematic when dealing with near-rigid object and large position
gains.
We found very large practical benefit introducing a passively compliant element at the wrist of the
robot that deforms to take up forces encountered when commanding contact pose positions that
slightly penetrate the object (this compliance was also modeled in the PyBullet YuMi simulation).
Other ways of introducing non-stiff behavior can be similarly applied to realize the behaviors that
are planned by the manipulation skills, such as hybrid position/force control or cartesian impedance
control. Small errors in commanded positions can also lead the skill to miss making contact entirely.
Guarded movements using aggregated wrist force/torque sensing or local contact sensing can help
alleviate execution errors of this type (i.e. by moving to a nominal pose predicted by the sampler and
slowly approaching the object in the direction of the palm normal until a certain force threshold is
reached).
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